
Which Bat Will Hit The 
Farthest? 



Abstract

Some baseball bats are allowed to be used in some leagues but not in others, does the 

type of bat you use really impact how hard and far the ball will travel? This project looks 

at 3 different types of bats and which bat will hit the ball the farthest given that the 

weight and length of the bat is the same. The bats were tested by hitting the same 12 

balls off of a tee, measuring the distance of each one and taking the average of the 12. My 

hypothesis was that the U.S.S.S.A bat would hit the ball the farthest. The experiment 

results supported my hypothesis by showing that the U.S.S.S.A bat out performs the 

other bats by driving the ball with the most consistent distances. The experiment also 

showed that even though the U.S.S.S.A bat is built to outperform the others it is still 

possible to hit the ball far from time to time with the other bats but they are not as 

consistent. 



Big Question

Which Bat Will Hit The Farthest out Of a U.S.S.S.A Bat, U.S.A Bat, or a Wooden Bat?



Research: Source 1: USA vs. USSSA Bats: Easy to 
Understand Comparison (thebaseballguide.com)
 
U.S.S.S.A bats are made to give better hitting strength while U.S.A bats are made to 

be lighter and easier to swing and don’t give very much hitting strength along with 

wooden bats. U.S.A bats are also used for kids to learn how to hit and get an 

understanding of the game while U.S.S.S.A bats are made for extra hitting power 

and are for more experienced players. 



Research: Source 2: USA vs USSSA Bats: What's 
the Difference? (hobbyseekers.com)

U.S.A bats are focused on improving players focus and attention to detail and 
technique. They judged that players learning the fundamentals were more important 
than performance. U.S.S.S.A bats are more focused on power and performance and 
are for more experienced players.



Research: Source 3: Batting performance of wood 

and metal baseball bats-PubMed (nih.gov) 
Metal bats are believed to outperform wood bats. Scientific studies back 

this up and show people that use wood bats hit the ball shorter than 

people using metal bats. Scientific studies also showed that balls hit off of 

metal bats traveled faster than balls hit off of wooden bats. 



Hypothesis 

I think a U.S.S.S.A bat will hit the ball farther than a U.S.A or wood bat. I believe this 

because the U.S.S.S.A bat is designed to hit the ball farther than a U.S.A bat. A U.S.A 

bat is used in little league with younger kids learning how to play the game so 

therefore they are safer and the ball doesn’t go as far as the U.S.S.S.A bat. I also 

think a U.S.S.S.A bat will hit farther than a wooden bat because the ball will hit 

harder off a metal material than a wood material.



Materials   

Materials: One U.S.A bat, one metal U.S.S.S.A bat, one wood bat, 12 new baseballs, 

a tee, measuring tape, 12 flags. (all bats are the same length and weight)



Procedure 

Procedure: 

First gather the materials needed. Then, set up the tee to hit the baseballs off of. 

Next, start hitting the baseballs with a bat. After each baseball is hit someone will 

place flags where the balls landed. Then after 12 new balls are hit and marked, the 

distance for each ball will be measured with a measuring tape. The distance will 

then be recorded. Finally, We will repeat the procedure for each bat. To prove or 

disprove my hypothesis, the average distance recorded for each bat will be 

compared to see which bat hits the farthest.



Observations 
Science Observations
USSSA- White flag
USA- Orange flag
Wood- Yellow flag

Results:                   White:               Orange:     Yellow:
Ball 1: 101.5ft 107.5ft 88ft
Ball 2: 124.5ft 110.5ft 92ft
Ball 3: 109.5ft 105.5ft 121.5ft
Ball 4: 115ft 126ft 103ft
Ball 5: 118.5ft 112.5ft 153ft
Ball 6: 117ft 136ft 140ft
Ball 7: 142.5ft 133ft 128ft
Ball 8: 143ft 130.5ft 125ft
Ball 9: 151ft 126.5ft 145ft
Ball 10: 133ft 139ft 113.5ft
Ball 11: 136ft 125ft 105.5ft
Ball 12: 125.5ft 103ft 119ft

                  
            Total: 1515ft 1455ft 1433.5

            Average:         126.25ft            121.25ft            119.5ft

 



Graphs/Data

 



Controlling The Variables 

Control All The Variables:

Same 12 new baseballs and hitting them off the tee are all the controlled variables. 

The one changing variable is using the different type of bats to hit the ball.



Graphs/Data



Conclusions

The conclusions I can draw from this experiment is that on average a U.S.S.S.A bat 

hits the baseball the farthest, the U.S.A bat hits the baseball the 2nd farthest while 

the wood bat hits the ball the least average distance.



Reflection 

The one thing I would do differently if I did my experiment again is I would pick bats 

with different lengths and weights because that would make the experiment more 

interesting and exciting. I would also soft toss the balls as well as hit them off the 

tee to see how/if they react differently off the different materials to see if that 

would impact the distance.
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